INTRODUCTION
============

The largely unexplored non-coding regions of the human genome comprising repetitive sequences and other DNA elements can no longer be neglected as 'junk' ([@gks1457-B1]). These regions harbour a large number of regulatory elements that could govern genome-wide regulation at genetic, epigenetic level and also the transcriptome and proteome diversity ([@gks1457-B4]). The primate specific retrotransposon family of Alu repeats is present in \>1 million copies and occupy nearly 11% of the human genome. This, with an average size of ∼285 bps translates to almost 10^8^ bps of the human genome ([@gks1457-B9],[@gks1457-B10]). These elements have been shown to be more abundant in genes related to signalling, metabolism and transport and depleted in genes related to information and structural components ([@gks1457-B11]).

Alus harbour many cryptic splice sites, which potentiates their inclusion in exons, a process referred to as exonization and reported to be common ([@gks1457-B12],[@gks1457-B13]). These exonized Alus are not present constitutively in all the transcript isoforms and exhibit tissue-specific expression ([@gks1457-B14]). In the coding sequence (CDS) region, these result in protein isoforms with different functions and in untranslated regions (UTR), transcripts with differences in stability ([@gks1457-B17]). Novel functions through exonization of Alus have also been reported ([@gks1457-B21]).

Alus transcribed by RNA pol III also comprise a large fraction of the non-coding RNA. Elevated levels of Alu RNA have been observed in stress, cancer and viral infection ([@gks1457-B24],[@gks1457-B25]). These have been implicated in diverse functions. For instance, in the nucleus, Alu RNAs can act as transcriptional co-repressors ([@gks1457-B26]), and as the most abundant fraction of the antisense transcriptome, these have the potential to downregulate sense expression both in *cis* as well as *trans* ([@gks1457-B27]).

A third aspect of the involvement of Alu element in transcriptome has been through its affinity to get A→I edited. Two oppositely oriented Alus in pre-mRNAs can adopt secondary structures, which are the most preferred substrates for double-strand specific adenosine deaminase, *ADAR1.* A large fraction of A→I editing events in the genome map to Alus ([@gks1457-B30]). The edited transcripts have been shown to be preferentially retained in the nucleus, a phenomenon that can regulate the fate of transcripts at the post-transcriptional level. This phenomenon has been implicated in modulating heat shock stress, senescence and stem cell differentiation ([@gks1457-B33]).

Expression of a gene having an Alu exonization can be modulated differentially if there are editing events within the exonized regions or if it has an antisense transcript. If either of the events are condition specific, we might anticipate different fates of transcripts from the same gene. Such events at the transcriptome-wide level could have systemic consequences. Although all these events have been reported independently, a possible crosstalk event at the genic level has never been explored.

In this study, through extensive data mining and computational approaches, we demonstrate the possibility of co-existence of Alu exonization, editing and antisense at the transcriptome-wide level ([Figure 1](#gks1457-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Further, we demonstrate these events to be preferentially localized in the 3′UTR and also a positional preference within Alus. A significantly enriched set of genes from apoptosis pathway have co-occurrence of all the three events at the exon level. Through analysis of RNA-seq data of an individual across subsequent time points following a viral infection, we observe altered dynamics of the sense and antisense transcripts of a subset of genes linked to ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis. This study adds a further dimension to the evolution of novel regulatory networks in primates. Figure 1.Overall design of the study for exploring cross-talk between Alu exonization, antisense and editing. Different databases were mined to identify exonization, editing and antisense events mediated by Alu elements. These were mapped to transcript isoform level, their position in the transcripts and within Alu repeats. GO analysis was carried out to see whether these events participate in similar biological processes or pathways.

METHODS
=======

To identify and anchor exonization, editing and antisense events in the transcriptome, an extensive data mining and curation was carried out. The detailed steps for each of them have been provided in [Supplementary methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1). A brief overview is presented here.

Identification of Alu exonization events in the transcriptome
-------------------------------------------------------------

The comprehensive set of mature mRNA sequences from RefSeq database (release 45, January 2011) ([@gks1457-B36]) was used to identify and map Alu exonization events in the UTR and CDS regions at the transcriptome-wide scale ([Supplementary methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). Using the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) table browser (genome build hg18) ([@gks1457-B37]), exon block alignments for 5′UTR, 3′UTR and CDS regions in browser extensible data (BED) format were exported to the Galaxy framework of tools ([@gks1457-B38]). Alignments from alternate assemblies (HapMap regions) and unplaced contigs (*chr\*\_random*) were filtered out. The Alignment blocks, which had a ≥10% overlap with Alu elements identified through RepeatMasker (version 3.2.7) (<http://www.repeatmasker.org>) using the *Coverage* Tool in Galaxy ([@gks1457-B41],[@gks1457-B42]), were identified. The exonized Alus were mapped back to the gene through the mRNA accession numbers. The number of transcripts (and related genes) in each category, i.e. 5′UTR, 3′UTR and CDS, which contained Alu within exons were documented individually.

Identification of Alu in the antisense transcriptome
----------------------------------------------------

There are as of yet no high-throughput experimental platforms, including next-generation sequencing (NGS), that can be used to readily detect, differentiate and map antisense transcripts from repetitive sequences. We explored the potential of serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) to determine the contribution of Alu elements to antisense transcription ([Supplementary methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)) ([@gks1457-B43]). Briefly, we initiated our study through a comprehensive search for existence of Alu overlapping transcripts in antisense orientation to the host gene, from all possible transcripts in National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) SAGEMap's virtual SAGE library data (long SAGE, 17 bp sequences). This data set contains ∼9 million virtual SAGE tags generated from *in silico* digestion of transcripts by *NlaIII* from the 3′ end derived from heterogeneous sources like mRNA, cDNA and expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from diverse tissues. We selected database of ESTs (dbEST) ([@gks1457-B44]), containing 7 million EST sequences for identifying not only Alu antisense but also A→I editing events, described in the following section.

As described for Alu exonization, we used the Galaxy tool to identify ESTs that overlapped with Alu elements in exonized transcripts These were mapped with the SAGE tags from the library. The strand information of EST alignment with the genome and the host gene's orientation were compared to infer the antisense transcripts. These antisense were restricted to only those that target mature mRNA. We ensured that the antisense tags did not match with the Best Tag from National Cancer Institute (NCI)-Cancer Genome Anatomy Project (CGAP) annotation ([@gks1457-B45],[@gks1457-B46]) and were non-redundant gene-wise. Thus, following an extensive series of filtering criteria, we identified a set of virtual SAGE tags in the transcripts that were potentially derived from Alu and *cis*-antisense to the genes in the transcriptome. We explored the actual existence of these tags in two NGS-based SAGE data sets (GSE1902 and GSE15314), a part of the CGAP, available from NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) ([@gks1457-B47]), which have information on \>20 different tissue types across 124 samples. Through this exercise, we identified Alu overlapping transcribed sequences in antisense orientation to the host gene (*cis* antisense), referred hereafter as Alu antisense.

The Alu antisense identified earlier in the text were anchored to the exonized transcripts to localize these events onto the transcripts with respect to 5′UTR, CDS and 3′UTR regions using the UCSC table browser resource. We anchored the antisense event for only those genes that were present in the RefSeq database and had alignment information available ([@gks1457-B48]).

Identification of Alu editing in the transcriptome
--------------------------------------------------

We selected dbEST for profiling A→I editing within Alu repeat using the same set of Alu exonized ESTs that were used for detecting antisense transcripts ([Supplementary methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). The editing sites were identified through alignment of EST stretches with corresponding genomic regions and then filtering for A→G mismatches. Briefly, alignment block coordinates for Alu exonized ESTs were retrieved and those that could not be mapped unambiguously or mapped to alternate assemblies in the genome were filtered out. A criteria of a minimum block size of ≥41 bp comprising 16 bp of non-Alu sequence (4^16^\> genome size, the probability of finding a 16-bp sequence stretch more than once exceeds the genome size) and ≥25 bp of Alu sequence was also defined. Global alignment using the Stretcher program from the European Molecular Biology Open Software Suite (EMBOSS) was performed to identify A→G mismatch positions ([@gks1457-B49]). A series of filtering steps were carried out to confirm that these mismatches were a consequence of A→I editing. These included that the positions were within Alu and are not a Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) (as inferred from frequency information in dbSNP or HapMap validated SNPs (release 129) ([@gks1457-B50]). An additional criterion for the presence of an oppositely oriented Alu proximal to the edited sequence was also used, as the structure formed by such a head-to-tail orientation is a favoured substrate for the dsRNA editing enzyme. The A→G mismatch positions thus identified were termed as possible A→I editing events within Alu elements. These were then mapped back to the 5′UTR, CDS or 3′UTR within exons by overlapping the genomic coordinates of the possible Alu editing events with those of the Alu-containing exon blocks.

Gene-wise mapping of exonization, antisense and editing events
--------------------------------------------------------------

Several genes had more than one transcript isoforms involved in all or either of the three events. Similarly, for any given transcript isoform, either or all of the transcript positions (UTR or CDS) were involved. Also, a given UTR or CDS could have more than one Alu element involved in exonization, editing or antisense. To have a more comprehensive picture of these events, we represented the pattern of these Alu-mediated events across the length of the gene in relation to UTR and CDS positions using Heatmap. Making use of exonization data set as a master set, subsets were created transcript wise for antisense and editing events, and each subclasses were sorted in descending order of Alu counts within exons. The subset were events in 5′UTR only, CDS only, 3′UTR only, all three, 5′UTR and CDS only, CDS and 3′UTR only and finally 5′ and 3′UTR only. The ordered set of gene list was populated for corresponding values in case of antisense and editing, where brighter colour represents higher Alu counts ([@gks1457-B51]).

Enrichment analysis for co-occurrence of Alu-mediated events in 3′UTR
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The co-occurrence of Alu-mediated events could be a consequence of a reflection of the predominance of individual events and determined by the probability of Alu exonization in the UTR or CDS regions. The extent of Alu exonization could in turn be determined by the relative genomic length from where the exons were derived. A given gene can have multiple transcript isoforms and also multiple exons in a given region of UTR or CDS. For a normalized base pair count of Alu exonization in a given category, the actual exonized length per gene per category is crucial. Hence, an algorithm was written that would, given a Gene Transfer Format (GTF) file, merge the overlapping exons and calculate the unique length of genomic space covered by the given exons for each gene. Using a GTF file of exonized Alu start-end positions, we calculated unique length for Alu exonization across the categories. Alu exons with incidence of both editing and antisense were selected, and their length summarized to calculate the fraction of exonized Alu with co-occurrence across the categories ([Supplementary methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). To infer whether there was positional preference in the transcripts, we carried out a Pearson chi-squared test.

Positional preference within Alu sequence for exonization, antisense and editing events
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Apart from studying the positional preference of Alu-mediated events in transcripts, we also attempted to see whether there were positional preferences within Alus. To do this, we first converted the genomic coordinates of the portion of the Alu sequence involved in any of the three phenomena (a stretch in case of exonization and antisense and a single base in case of editing) into the base position within the consensus Alu using RepeatMasker. To make the representation uniform between single base occurrence of Alu editing and stretches of exonization and antisense, all the three were converted into per base position frequency of occurrence.

Intronic region analysis for A→I editing density
------------------------------------------------

We also wanted to compare A→I events in the coding (5′UTR, CDS and 3′UTR) with the intronic regions that housed the exons. Intronic region coordinates for each of the Alu-harbouring transcript identified in our analysis were retrieved using RefSeq database and categorized into 5′UTR, CDS and 3′UTR. We used the DAtabase of RNa EDiting (DARNED) ([@gks1457-B52]) for analysing A→I events within intronic regions. The numbers of events observed in each category were normalized by the total genomic space covered and represented as A→I editing density per Mb of intron length ([Supplementary Table S7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)).

RNA-seq data sets
-----------------

We explored the co-occurrence of Alu exonization and antisense event in an experimental poly-A^+^ RNA-seq and small RNA-seq data set from Integrated Personal Omics Profiling (iPOP) resource website ([@gks1457-B53]). We used a five time-points (second, third and fifth to seventh) data set from NCBI GEO (GSE32874).

Annotation sets for RNA-seq analysis
------------------------------------

The analysis of interaction between exonization and antisense events in response to viral infection across the time points was restricted to 3′UTR for reasons detailed in results. To compare the expression pattern of Alu-exonized transcripts with that of non-Alu exonized transcripts, two gene lists were created. One set of transcripts had 3′UTR Alu exonization event and the other set used as control had no Alus within transcripts in the RefSeq database. The genomic coordinates (hg19 version) of the 3′UTR exons for both the sets were used to construct GTF files, and 514 genes containing both the transcript isoforms were identified ([Supplementary Tables S8](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1) and [S9](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). We used the small RNA-seq data sets, for this selective group of genes for identifying an antisense transcript fragment overlapping an exonized Alu element for specific isoforms across the five time points.

For the 36 base pair cycle of the small RNA-seq data sets, we specified a minimum length of 17 bases. As we observed that majority of Alu exonization events in the 3′UTR were full-length Alus, we searched for antisense reads across the complete length of the exonized Alu and did not limit the search to the exonized fragment only. As such, we retrieved the full-length co-ordinates of 3′UTR exonized Alu and assigned them a strand annotation, which is reverse to that of the host gene. Using this method, we created a BED file for Alu antisense transcripts ([Supplementary Table S10](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). Owing to limitation of depth of coverage for the RNA-seq experiments analysed here, we could not explore the A→I editing events.

Calculation of unique genomic length occupied by 3′UTR
------------------------------------------------------

For a normalized expression index of a transcribed region, the actual length calculation for the region is crucial. Multiple transcript isoforms with overlapping 3′UTR exons confound the calculation. Hence, the size of 3′UTR across transcript isoforms was calculated using the algorithm described in methodology section for Enrichment analysis for co-occurrence of Alu mediated events in 3′UTR. Thus, the unique genomic length for 3′UTR exons of the genes in the Alu-exonized and non-Alu-exonized sets were calculated.

Reads/Kb/Million calculation for 3′UTR exons from poly-A^+^ RNA-seq data sets
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Aligned (TopHat-Bowtie pipeline; hg19 genome build) files (binary format, BAM file) available from the GEO webpage for GSE32874 were downloaded for the five time points, (GSM818564 to GSM818568). The alignment statistics were calculated for each of them using bamtools ([@gks1457-B54]). Using the HTSeq package ([@gks1457-B55]) and respective GTF files, strand-specific coverage was calculated separately for Alu-exonized and non-Alu-exonized 3′UTR exons across all the five time points. For each gene, the Reads/Kb/Million (RPKM) for 3′UTR exon was calculated as

RPKM calculation for antisense Alu from small RNA-seq data sets
---------------------------------------------------------------

Aligned files for the small RNA-seq data sets are not available from the GEO webpage, instead read counts are provided. Hence, the raw data (Sequence Read Archive (SRA) files) were downloaded from NCBI SRA database (Accession SRX101440; SRA run files SRR353655 to SRR353659) for the five time points. These SRA files were converted to fastq format using *fastq-dump* utility of the SRA tool kit (available from NCBI). Using Fastx ([@gks1457-B56]) and FastQC packages ([@gks1457-B57]), the small RNA-seq fastq files were processed for adaptor and primer sequence removal as well as 3′ end trimming, when required, for quality checking. The quality check (QC)-passed reads for each of the time point were then aligned to the hg19 genome build using Bowtie (version 0.12.7, 64 bit) ([@gks1457-B58]). Keeping our question of repetitive Alu element sequence in mind, the Bowtie alignment was performed using the following parameters: fastq quality aware *-n* mode, only 1 mismatch allowed in seed length of 17, best alignment to be reported only with *--best* and *-k* 1 and reads with \>5 valid alignments to be rejected with *-m* 5. The Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) file obtained from alignment in case of each time point was converted to BAM (binary format, SAM file) file. After calculation of alignment statistics using bamtools, the BAM files were processed by bedtools ([@gks1457-B59]), using the BED file created for antisense transcripts for calculating strand-specific coverage of the antisense Alu coordinates. From the coverage (read counts) data for each antisense Alu coordinate, RPKM value was calculated as

The pattern of RPKM values thus calculated across the five time points for antisense Alu detected in the small RNA-seq data sets were compared with the expression pattern of 3′UTR exons from Alu-exonized genes and that from non-Alu-exonized genes, respectively.

Network analysis of Alu-containing genes responsive to viral recovery
---------------------------------------------------------------------

We wanted to perform a network analysis of a set of 59 genes, wherein we detected *cis*-antisense transcription and a concurrent anti-correlated sense transcription in the iPOP data set. For this, we used the Biological General Repository for Interaction Datasets (BioGRID) interaction database ([@gks1457-B60]), as it is one of the most comprehensive interaction data repository housing curated information from experiments and is also user friendly. We chose BioGRID data set release 3.1.93 for humans to retrieve all interactions for the 36 of 59 genes whose interaction data were present after ensuring that both the source and target instances were from human. These genes along with their different interacting partners resulted in 450 pair-wise interactions. Using Cytoscape (version 2.8.0), this interaction set was plotted using Spring embedded layout algorithm ([@gks1457-B61],[@gks1457-B62]).

Gene ontology analysis
----------------------

Gene ontology (GO) analysis was performed using Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) ([@gks1457-B63]). Briefly, we looked for enriched functional categories using the GO-FAT classification, as this gives specificity during GO classification by filtering out the broadest terms in hierarchy. Also Functional Annotation Clustering tool was used to summarize annotation from, namely UniProt, InterPro, and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) with GO classification to aid functional interpretation of the gene lists. For GO interpretation of large set of genes (\>3000), we used the BiNGO plugin available in the Cytoscape framework ([@gks1457-B64]).

RESULTS
=======

Alus are the most abundant transposons in the transcriptome
-----------------------------------------------------------

Using the RepeatMasker track from UCSC, we identified all the transposable elements that are present in the RefSeq mRNAs and compared their abundance with respect to their genomic coverage ([Figure 2](#gks1457-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). The transposable elements cover nearly 45% of the genome but comprise only 6% of the transcriptome. We observed significant difference (*P* = 0.05) in the distribution of Long Interspersed Nucleotide Element (LINE) and Short Interspersed Nucleotide Element (SINE), majorly Alu, in the genome and transcriptome. Although LINE was the most abundant in the genome (nearly twice as much as Alu), the Alus were significantly enriched (35%) in the transcriptome amongst all the transposons. Excepting Alu and Mammalian Interspersed Repeats (MIR), which is also a family of SINEs, no other transposon families showed such significant enrichment in the transcriptome. Figure 2.Enriched presence of Alu elements in the transcriptome. Though LINEs are most abundant in the genome (in base pairs) and Alu elements are about half in percentage, the ratio nearly flips in the transcriptome. Among all transposons, Alu elements have the highest representation in the transcriptome (in base pairs).

Co-localization of exonization, antisense and editing events in the transcriptome
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Alu exonization events in the transcriptome

We carried out analysis on complete RefSeq data set (release 45, January 2011) comprising 36 690 full-length human transcripts. Using the UCSC table browser (hg18), we retrieved the 4 28 976 exon blocks of these transcripts for the 5′UTR, CDS and 3′UTR regions ([Supplementary methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). Nearly 1.9% (8457) of these exon blocks was filtered out, as they had ambiguities in their genomic locations, for instance, mapping to alternate genome assemblies or in unplaced chromosomal contigs. Using the UCSC RepeatMasker (version 3.2.7) track, we mapped and retrieved the exons having Alu repeats. These repeats were present in 6695 exon blocks representing 1.56% of the total exons. Of these, 76% had ≥10% overlap with Alu. These were considered to be Alu-exonized events.

Therefore, of the total 36 690 transcripts, 4663 (12.7%) have Alu exonization mapping to 3177 genes. Of the 3177 genes, 80% (2529 genes) have Alu exonization in 3′UTR. In terms of the base pair coverage, 88% of the Alus are present in the 3′UTR, whereas 5′UTR and CDS have ∼11 and 1%, respectively ([Figure 3](#gks1457-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). There are a large number of transcripts, which have Alu exonization in multiple regions of the genes but not necessarily in the same isoform. For example, as evident from the [Table 1](#gks1457-T1){ref-type="table"}, 110 genes have Alu exonization in the 5′UTR and 3′UTR, but in terms of the transcripts, the numbers are much smaller. It might be possible that the preponderance of Alus in the 3′UTR could be owing to larger length of this region compared with the remaining transcript. However, we observed \>50% of the base pairs to be occupied by CDS and the rest to be distributed nearly equally between the UTR regions. Figure 3.Percentage distribution of Alu mediated events across the transcripts. In terms of base pair coverage, \>88% of Alu exonization primarily occurs in the 3′UTR region with a small fraction in 5′UTR and a minimal fraction in the CDS region. Surprisingly, the 3′UTR is enriched in both antisense and A→I events. The coordinates for Alu antisense events were anchored on Alu-harbouring exons across the CDS and UTR regions. For a normalized count, percentage contribution to Alu antisense in each of the three regions is expressed as fraction of the Alu-harbouring exons that overlap with antisense coordinates. Percentage contribution to Alu editing in each of the UTR or CDS region is expressed as fraction of the Alu-harbouring exons that have occurrence of A→I editing events. Table 1.Number of Alu-exonized events in different regions of the genesExonic regions5′UTRCDS3′UTR5′UTR708**^T^** (522**^G^**)CDS28**^T^** (32**^G^**)141**^T^** (102**^G^**)3′UTR88**^T^** (110**^G^**)94**^T^** (99**^G^**)3610**^T^** (2328**^G^**)[^1]

### Alu as cis-antisense transcripts in the exonized genes

The virtual SAGE map data set (from NCBI ftp), which contains all possible SAGE tags from the 3′end generated by computational cleavage of all human transcripts using *Nla III* site was used for identification of antisense Alus ([Supplementary methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). This data set comprises 9 million virtual SAGE tags screened from the complete human dbEST (hg18) comprising \>7 million EST sequences, which ensures a comprehensive representation of transcripts not only from diverse tissues but also different conditions. Using the RepeatMasker (version 3.2.7) track, nearly 0.4 million EST sequences having Alu exonization were identified. When the aforementioned two data sets were overlaid, ∼89 900 ESTs with virtual SAGE tags overlapping to exonized Alus were obtained. From this data set, using strand information for the host gene and EST alignment 23 069 *cis*-antisense SAGE tags which had overlaps with Alu and mapped to 22917 ESTs from 5648 gene were identified. Sixty-seven percent of the antisense tags were either redundant or resembled Best Tag data for sense transcripts and hence were removed. Additionally, 5620 intronic/ambiguously located ESTs were also filtered out. Through this, we identified a total of 5602 antisense tags (ESTs) with Alus mapping to 3375 genes. Nearly 54% (3055) of the virtual antisense tags were observed to be actually present in \>20 tissues across 124 samples in NGS SAGE data from CGAP. These antisense tags were mapped back to the genomic coordinates through ESTs. Subsequent mapping of the overlapped genomic coordinates to RefSeq mRNA resulted in 1162 antisense tags, which could be anchored to 607 RefSeq mRNA ([Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). We observe that nearly one-fourth of the Alu-containing exons (590 genes) in the 3′UTR have antisense tags. Antisense tags by themselves are predominant (96.8%) in the 3′UTR ([Figure 3](#gks1457-F3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas only 3.8 and 1.5% of the Alu-containing exons in the 5′UTR and CDS, respectively, have antisense tags. We observed seven genes (*MDM4*, *PDLIM5*, *TCF7*, *MATR3*, *MRPL49*, *P2RX7* and *CES2*) to have antisense both in the 3′UTR and 5′UTR. Surprisingly, the sharing was at the gene level, and they mapped to distinct transcript isoforms ([Table 2](#gks1457-T2){ref-type="table"}). Table 2.Number of Alu-antisense events in different regions of Alu-exonized genesExonic regions5′UTRCDS3′UTR5′UTR35^T^ (14^G^)CDS0^T^ (0^G^)4^T^ (3^G^)3′UTR0^T^ (7^G^)0^T^ (1^G^)952^T^ (582^G^)[^2]

### Alu editing in exonized transcripts

Analysis of approximate genomic alignment blocks from 4 million exonized ESTs retrieved from dbEST was carried out to identify Alu editing within exonized transcripts ([Supplementary methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). After filtering out 59 654 ESTs, which had ambiguous or non-unique genomic locations, 86% of the ESTs were retained. To consider an alignment block, a valid entry for A→I editing, we applied two threshold criteria of block size ≥41 bps, comprising Alu sequence of ≥25 bps and a non-Alu sequence of minimum 16 bps. From the filtered set of unambiguous ESTs, we could retain 77% (2 17 637) ESTs, which were used for identifying A→I editing events. Using a global alignment strategy implemented in Stretcher (EMBOSS suite), between the genomic alignment block and the corresponding EST stretch, a total of 1 22 047 A→G mismatch positions were identified (20% of all mismatches). Subsequent filtering through dbSNP database (release 129) led to removal of 6299 mismatch positions. Additionally, 20 721 positions were not within Alus, and hence these were also filtered out. Editing within Alu is characterized by presence of two Alus in head-to-tail orientation. Therefore, as an additional criterion, we also looked at these events in the context of presence of an opposite oriented Alu. This led to filtering out of 20 761 positions. After all, the aforementioned filtering criteria 74 266 possible A→I editing events were considered for further analysis. More than 95% of the Alus that are edited have an opposite oriented Alu within 5 kb with a median distribution of ∼660 bps. We observed 74 266 editing sites mapping to 26 537 ESTs. Querying these ESTs in the UniGene database resulted in 5988 Alu-edited ESTs with gene information. On further anchoring of these ESTs onto RefSeq exonic coordinates resulted a total of 1580 RefSeq transcripts belonging to 1003 genes. We observe that of the A→I editing events represented in the RefSeq exons, a predominant fraction (87.4%) targets the 3′UTR ([Figure 3](#gks1457-F3){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to Alu antisense, 5′UTR contributes a substantial fraction (12.5%) of editing events. CDS exons, however, had negligible editing. We observed 22 genes to be target for A→I editing both in the 3′ and 5′UTR ([Table 3](#gks1457-T3){ref-type="table"}). Of these, five genes (*MDM4*, *PDLIM5*, *TCF7*, *MATR3* and *CES2*) had presence of antisense also, both in their 5′ and 3′UTR ([Supplementary Table S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). Table 3.Number of Alu-editing events in different regions of Alu-exonized genesExonic regions5′UTRCDS3′UTR5′UTR148^T^ (89**^G^**)CDS0^T^ (0^G^)17^T^ (12^G^)3′UTR9^T^ (22**^G^**)0^T^(2^G^)1406^T^ (878^G^)[^3]

Overlap of exonization, antisense and editing events in the different regions of the transcripts
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In nearly 40% of the exonized transcripts, we observed editing and antisense events. Of 3177 unique genes that were exonized, we detected the co-occurrence of both editing and antisense in 319 genes, whereas only antisense and editing were observed in 288 and 686 genes respectively ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). The overlap has been seen at the exon level, i.e. transcript isoform specific. Hence, though a gene might have both antisense and editing events, albeit in different isoforms, it has not been counted as co-occurring. In all the cases, the events were observed in overlapping regions with respect to 5′UTR, CDS and 3′UTR (a case e.g. is visualized in UCSC Genome Browser; [Supplementary methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). Heatmap summarizes exonization, antisense and editing information and represents it in a gene-wise fashion ([Figure 4](#gks1457-F4){ref-type="fig"}). As is evident from the map, nearly 97% of these events were observed in the 3′UTR, which is statistically significant with *P*-value of \<2 × 10^−16^ (Pearson chi-squared test) after category-wise analysis for Alu exons with incidence of both antisense and editing ([Figure 5](#gks1457-F5){ref-type="fig"}). The robustness of the test result was evaluated by re-computing the *P*-value after 10 000 Monte Carlo simulations, which was found to be ∼10^−4^. It is also discernible that these events are highly variable between the genes ([Supplementary Table S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). Some of the genes had a large number of exonized isoforms that were extensively edited and also had a large number of antisense transcripts. Compared with editing, antisense events seem to be lower. This could be owing to the stringent methodology that has been adapted for defining antisense transcripts, and more importantly, all the antisense transcripts identified are in *cis* only. Figure 4.Occurrence of Alu-mediated transcriptional events in different regions of genes. The figure is a heatmap depicting density of occurrence for Alu exonization, antisense and editing across 5′UTR, CDS and 3′UTR regions in each of the 3177 genes. Each row of the heatmap is a gene with the number of exonization (first panel), antisense (second panel) and editing (third panel) events summarized. The colour gradient from light to dark represents the magnitude of the related event, i.e. number of exonized Alus, number of Alu antisense targets and number of A→I editing events, respectively, with lighter colour representing larger number of events. As is evident, majority of genes exhibit extensive editing and antisense events in the 3′UTR. Figure 5.Residuals plot for Pearson chi-squared test. The null hypothesis that there is no difference in co-occurrence of antisense and editing on Alu exons across the categories, is rejected at the P-value ∼10−4 threshold. The residuals give the direction of deviation between the observed and expected, in this case the co-occurrence events. Whereas 5′UTR and CDS show lower than expected incidence, 3′UTR is enriched for such events.

Though we observe an overwhelming majority of Alu-mediated events in the 3′UTR region compared with 5′UTR and CDS, this relative frequency of events could be possible owing to differential selection pressure on UTR versus CDS. This is in addition to the fact that the average 3′UTR exon size of 1 kb is much larger than 300 bp of an average exon. Hence, we set forth to test this hypothesis by analysing distribution of A→I editing within Alu in intronic region. We find that the A→I editing density of 3′UTR region introns is more than three times that of 5′UTR and CDS. This is especially significant, as the genomic space available to 3′UTR intron is 2--3 magnitudes lesser than that of 5′UTR and CDS ([Table 4](#gks1457-T4){ref-type="table"}). Table 4.Comparison of A→I editing density in introns intervening CDS and UTR exonic regionsExonic regionNumber of A→I editing events within intronsIntron length (bp)A→I editing density (editing sites/ Mb of intron)5′UTR58852.9 × 10^8^20.21CDS34 9831.8 × 10^9^19.433′UTR5087.58 × 10^6^**66.99**[^4]

Positional bias for Alu-mediated events varies across the transcript regions
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Aforementioned results indicated a possibility of crosstalk between the three events, as they were localized to the same regions. We therefore sought to determine whether there are preferred positional stretch/positions within the Alu sequences for occurrence of such events. For this, we mapped the genomic coordinates of all exonization, antisense or editing events onto the concerned Alu subfamily consensus sequence position using the RepeatMasker (version 3.2.7) alignment data from UCSC Table Browser ([Supplementary Table S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). We observed that the preferred stretch for exonization, antisense and editing position varies depending on whether the Alu is present in the 5′UTR, CDS or 3′UTR exon ([Figure 6](#gks1457-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 6.Positional preference of exonization, antisense or editing events within Alu repeats in different genic regions. Base positions of full-length Alu are represented in the 5′UTR, CDS and 3′UTR, and the graphs are plotted based on the frequency of exonization, editing and antisense at each of the positions in the three genic regions. Y-axis indicates the frequency of occurrence of the particular base position along the length of Alu. In the 5′UTR or the CDS, either of the monomer of the full-length Alu is exonized, whereas in the 3′UTR, the full-length Alu is mostly exonized. The antisense events peak around ∼80--100th and ∼140--170th base positions in both the 5′ and 3′UTR regions. A→I editing has a clear peak at ∼17--45th base position. The number of antisense and editing events identified in CDS is miniscule compared with that in UTR regions.

In the 3′UTR in nearly all the cases, the full-length Alus are exonized, whereas in the 5′UTR and CDS, there is a distinct preference for exonization of either the right arm monomer or the left arm monomer, and the regions from 113 to 145 seems to be excluded. Though the editing sites seem to be dispersed over the entire length of Alu, there are distinct peaks in the region from 17th to 33rd position in Alu. The antisense events are present as three distinct humps across the Alu length. The humps centred around 95th and 150th position are shared between the 5′ and 3′UTR Alus, whereas the hump at the start of Alu sequence shows variability. We find it significant to observe shared preference for A→I editing and antisense across the 5′ and 3′UTR from different genes, despite of the large difference in numbers. 3′UTR has 847 antisense and 18 642 editing events, whereas 5′UTR has 22 antisense and 2657 editing events only. We did not observe any discernible pattern in the CDS owing to the presence of low number of antisense and editing events (4 and 17, respectively).

Non-random distribution of Alu exonization in the transcriptome
---------------------------------------------------------------

Surprisingly when GO analysis was carried out on the genes that had Alu exonization at the 5′UTR, CDS or the 3′UTR region, we observed different processes to be enriched ([Supplementary Table S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). The 3′UTR were enriched in processes related to cellular biosysnthesis, nucleotide metabolism, DNA integrity check point, negative regulation of homeostasis, metal ion binding and catalytic activity, whereas in the 5′UTR, processes related to positive regulation of fatty acid secretion and lipid transport as well as metal ion binding and poly-ubiquitin binding were observed. In the CDS, male gamete generation and cell cycle checkpoint genes were observed ([Table 5](#gks1457-T5){ref-type="table"}). All the unique categories observed in the 5′UTR and CDS were lost when the genes were pooled from the three regions for GO analysis. The overlapping set of 319 genes ([Supplementary Table S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)), which had all the three events co-occurring at the exon level, was enriched in genes localizing to lysosomal and mitochondrial compartments and related to caspase regulatory activity ([Table 6](#gks1457-T6){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). The exonized genes that showed editing had significant over-representation of genes with the KRAB domain. Table 5.GO analysis of Alu exonization with respect to position in the transcriptSummarized GO categories (*P* ≤ 0.05)Genes with Alu exonization in5′UTRCDS3′UTRBiological process (BP) and molecular function (MF)Positive regulation of Fatty acid secretionMale gamete generationCellular biosynthesisPositive regulation of Lipid transportCell cycle checkpointNucleotide metabolismMetal ion bindingDNA integrity checkpointPoly-ubiquitin bindingNegative regulation of homeostasisMetal ion bindingCatalytic activity

Functional evidence for dynamic interaction between Alu-mediated events during viral recovery stage
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In view of previous knowledge of increased Alu transcription during stress, we chose the iPOP data set to investigate dynamic interaction between Alu exonization and Alu antisense. Comprising time course poly-A^+^ RNA-seq coupled to small RNA-seq of Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells (PBMCs) during recovery from viral load, iPOP data set allows unique opportunity to track dynamic interaction between exonized transcript isoform and their *cis* Alu antisense. We report 59 genes for which we detect *cis*-antisense Alu transcription against the exonized transcript isoform. Intriguingly, we find that the number of genes against whom antisense is detected decreases sharply as we move away from viral infection stage ([Figure 7](#gks1457-F7){ref-type="fig"}a). Based on the observation, we hypothesized that the level of exonized transcript isoforms should show an opposite trend if Alu-antisense interacts functionally with Alu-exonized transcripts. As predicted, we observed negative correlation (correlation score = −0.96, *P*-value = 0.007) between expression of Alu-exonized transcript isoforms and its antisense transcript. The dynamic and functional relevance of this result was strengthened by the observed differential expression pattern of Alu-exonized and non-Alu-exonized transcript isoforms in gene-specific manner. In genes like *ANKS1B* and *WDR33*, we find the exonized isoform to have elevated expression when antisense transcription is low, whereas in *FKBP5* and *GGA1*, we find the non-exonized isoform to be elevated ([Figure 7](#gks1457-F7){ref-type="fig"}b). Figure 7.Dynamic levels of Alu-exonized and Alu-antisense transcripts using iPOP data set during viral recovery phase. (**A**) Upper panel represents analysis of time series data for poly-A^+^ RNA-seq from iPOP data set during viral recovery phase showing increase in expression levels along the time course for 59 Alu-exonized genes. Lower panel corresponds to time point matched analysis for small RNA-seq from the same data set, emphasizing that the combined expression level of antisense transcripts decreases as we move away from the viral infection stage. (**B**) The functional importance of different Alu-mediated events is evident from differential levels of Alu-exonized and non-Alu exonized transcripts during viral recovery stage. In upper panel, *ANKS1B* and *WDR33* show that as we move away from viral infection stage, the levels of Alu antisense transcript decreases, whereas, its target, the Alu-exonized transcripts show elevated expression pattern. Interestingly, the levels of the non-Alu-exonized counterpart do not change during this phase. In lower panel, *FKBP5* and *GGA1* show that although non-Alu-exonized transcript levels show anti-correlation with Alu-antisense levels, the levels of Alu-exonized transcripts are unchanged.

To understand the importance of the observed dynamic behaviour of Alu-containing exons, we used BioGRID to look for possible interaction between the genes ([Figure 8](#gks1457-F8){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, network analysis revealed that most of the genes are directly/indirectly interacting with the ubiquitin C gene, *UBC* (linked to ubiquitin-proteasome pathway). Some of the genes like *ANKS1B* have few, whereas *WDR33* have multiple partners, which help to shape the ubiquitination pathway. Genes like *IFNAR2* and *TRIM7* are although not directly interacting with *UBC*, but they are important players in anti-viral response mechanism ([@gks1457-B65],[@gks1457-B66]). It is already known that this pathway plays a major role in protein degradation in a complex, temporally controlled and tightly regulated manner as part of host defence against viral infection. Figure 8.Network analysis of Alu-containing genes responsive to viral recovery from iPOP experimental data set. Alu-containing genes with anti-correlated sense versus antisense levels (poly-A^+^ RNA-seq and small RNA-seq, respectively) during viral recovery were used as query in the BioGRID database for experimentally verified protein--protein interactions. The network analysis reveals that majority of such genes (shown in grey) interact either directly or via an intermediary (shown in white) to ubiquitin conjugating enzyme (UBC). Ubiquitin-proteasomal system is known to be an integral component of host defence against viral infections.

DISCUSSION
==========

To our understanding, this study provides the first evidence of co-occurrence and functional interaction of Alu-mediated exonization, antisense and editing events in the transcriptome ([Figure 9](#gks1457-F9){ref-type="fig"}). Through an integrative analysis of RefSeq mRNAs, NCI-CGAP SAGE tags and dbEST, we could elucidate the extent and non-random distribution of these Alu-mediated events not only across genes but also at specific positions within transcripts and Alus. These events also show preferential enrichment in the 3′UTR of genes in specific biological processes. Moreover, the editing and antisense positions within Alu have an overlap, suggesting the likelihood of a functional crosstalk. Using an experimental data set, we also demonstrate the dynamic interaction between these events following recovery from viral infection. Figure 9.Schematic for identification, analysis and evidence for interaction between Alu-mediated transcriptional events. The figure summarizes the work carried out by representing it as schematic, subdivided into three parts. Transcriptome-wide Alu exonization events were mapped using RefSeq full-length mRNAs ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)). Subsequently, Alu-antisense and A→I editing events were anchored onto Alu-exonized transcripts using NCI-CGAP SAGE tags ([Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)) and dbEST ([Supplementary Table S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)), respectively. Preference for occurrence of these events was studied across the length of the transcript isoforms. Bias in the Alu positions involved was determined by comparing with the subfamily-specific consensus Alu sequence from RepBase. Finally, to find experimental evidence between these events, we used the time series RNA-seq coupled to small RNA-seq from the iPOP data set. Focussing our analysis on the Alu-harbouring 3′UTR region, we find significant anti-correlation between exonized transcript levels and *cis*-antisense Alu level from poly-A^+^ RNA-seq and small RNA-seq, respectively.

Alu elements can contribute substantially to transcriptome diversity through its inclusion in alternative exons, propensity for A→I editing and antisense transcripts. We hypothesized that a crosstalk between these Alu-mediated events could contribute to diverse transcript isoforms from the same gene with varying fates. Exonization of Alus has been implicated in diverse functions depending on their position in the genes. When present in the 5′UTR region of genes, Alu has been implicated in the translational efficiency of the exonized isoforms ([@gks1457-B67]) and tissue-specific novel splice variant that can affect cell viability and induce apoptosis ([@gks1457-B68]). In some cases, when present in CDS, the proteins encoded by these transcript isoforms have contrasting or specific functions. It has also been shown that Alu present in the 3′UTR region of human aspartyly tRNA synthetase can bind to a tRNA isodecoder and affect stability of mRNA ([@gks1457-B69]). An extreme example of exaptation of Alu in the coding region is the case of neuronal thread protein AD7c-NTP, used as a biomarker in Alzheimer's disease, where the entire coding region comprises only Alu repeats ([@gks1457-B70]). We observed that top 10% of the genes with respect to Alu exonization counts were enriched for processes related to transcription and apoptosis. Interestingly, we also observe distinct enrichment of genes from specific biological processes for the 5′UTR, CDS and 3′UTR regions. Such diverse yet distinct enrichment of biological processes in genes harbouring Alu exonization in different locations can potentiate multiple modes of regulation, either through transcriptional or translational mechanisms. Our analysis also reveals that majority of these events are in the 3′UTR, and many genes harbour multiple exonization events. In contrast to our observation, Shen *et al.* recently reported 5′UTR enrichment of Alus. However, this was because they studied only those Alu-harbouring exons that are internal and flanked by constitutively spliced exons. In this scenario, with an average of 2.7 introns in 5′UTR to 1.8 in 3′UTR ([Supplementary Table S7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1457/-/DC1)), the probability of observing an internal Alu-containing exon in the 3′UTR is further reduced. On the contrary, our study has included all Alu-harbouring exons without any pre-defined criteria.

Of all the editing events, A→I editing comprises the majority in the transcriptome ([@gks1457-B71]). Global analysis of A→I editing reveals that these events are most frequent in 3′UTR or intronic regions, ∼90% of which are localized within Alu elements. Additionally, different positions have variable propensity to undergo editing ([@gks1457-B32],[@gks1457-B74]). Predominance of this editing activity has been attributed to a human specific splice variant of *ADAR2*, created as a result of an Alu-derived exon, which accounts for 40% of all the *ADAR2* transcripts ([@gks1457-B75]). By virtue of recoding the information post-transcriptionally through editing, it can create scenarios such as evolution of novel exons, dsRNA stability, altered splice patterns in response to stress, nuclear retention of transcripts and tissue specificity ([@gks1457-B35],[@gks1457-B76]). Recent studies have shown that editing is involved in regulation of processing and expression of mature miRNAs ([@gks1457-B82]). Besides, it has also been shown that the RNAi and A→I editing pathways might compete for a common dsRNA ([@gks1457-B86]). Editing in an exonized RNA may also regulate the expression of the transcripts by preventing sense-antisense pairing ([@gks1457-B89]). In this context, it is noteworthy that ∼70% of the genome produces transcripts from both the strands, and many of such sense-antisense transcript pairs are co-ordinately regulated ([@gks1457-B90],[@gks1457-B91]). Though a number of studies report the presence of Alu within antisense transcripts, a systematic genome-wide study of the phenomena has not been attempted. To explore this, we anchored the Alu editing and antisense events on to the exonized transcript isoforms and observed that 3′UTR is enriched for both the events. Furthermore, these two events also exhibit positional overlap within Alu elements. Difference in editing and antisense events in the same genes across tissues could create condition-specific regulatory switches. Moreover, as the 3′UTR are also the most preferred sites for miRNA binding, editing in Alu may be an additional mechanism for modulating these interactions ([@gks1457-B92]). A functional crosstalk is plausible if Alu exonization, editing and antisense events map onto overlapping sites. More than 300 genes in our study showed all the three events in the same transcript isoform and also exhibited positional overlap within Alu sequences. It is worthwhile to note that co-occurrence of antisense and editing events on the template of exonized Alu is statistically over-represented in the 3′UTR. Being longer, it can be argued that multiple occurrences of Alu-mediated events in the 3′UTR are owing to lack of evolutionary constraint. Nevertheless, analysis of introns across 5′UTR, CDS and 3′UTR show that 3′UTR is enriched even in introns for A to I editing events. This implies that exonized Alu elements can add a novel dimension to the 3′UTR regulatory hotspot.

A variety of model systems have been investigated for elucidating the functional role of Alu-mediated events. We have earlier shown that the heat shock factor binding within Alu drive antisense transcription, which in turn leads to regulation of sense transcripts. This expands the role of elevated levels of Alu RNA during stress response, like viral infection, heat shock and cancer. To further probe the functional implication of our findings reported here, we selected an experimental data set corresponding to viral recovery. We observed a dynamic interaction between exonization and antisense, where the expression level of the Alu-harbouring transcript was negatively correlated with that of the *cis*-antisense through consecutive time points following recovery from viral infection. When segregated at the isoform level, we found instances, albeit for a couple of genes only, where either the Alu-exonized or the non-exonized-isoform to be expressing in response to the cellular stimulus. There are multiple other regulatory factors involved in host defence mechanisms, and primate-specific Alu could have evolved to complement the existing network of regulators. Hence, for genes like *GGA1* and *FKBP5*, expression of non-exonized isoform points towards an alternative mode of regulation rather than *cis*-antisense Alu. This corroborates the earlier finding in our laboratory that *cis*-antisense Alu transcription can regulate the levels of the corresponding sense transcript. Our findings are further strengthened by the fact that these genes were found to be either involved directly in host response or as part of the ubiquitin-proteasomal pathway, integral to anti-viral response.

This work is important by virtue of its relevance in imparting a single transcript with multiple modular functions through Alu-mediated events. Thus, a gene with potential for Alu exonization can have at least four possible states: non-exonized, exonized, edited and different proportions of these isoforms through antisense. An Alu-exonized transcript has the potential to be regulated through *cis-*antisense Alus, which in turn is subject to variability if there are A→I editing events in the exonized transcripts. A genome-wide consequence of such a crosstalk could lead to altered dynamics and outcome of a regulatory network. For instance, in context of the total genes exonized in the transcriptome, we observed an abundance of these events in apoptosis ([Figure 10](#gks1457-F10){ref-type="fig"}) ([Table 6](#gks1457-T6){ref-type="table"}), a pathway, which is not only important in cellular homeostasis but also assumes importance in various disease etiologies ([@gks1457-B93]). Genes of apoptotic pathway are under accelerated evolution in humans ([@gks1457-B96],[@gks1457-B97]). Our observations suggest that changes in the non-coding regions through insertion of Alu elements combined with functional and dynamic interplay of Alu-mediated events, during primate evolution, could further shape the transcriptome. For instance, of the genes transcript involved in apoptosis ([@gks1457-B98]), we observe many genes in the DR3/DR4 receptor pathway as well as those involved in the extrinsic pathway and DNA damage to have these events ([@gks1457-B99],[@gks1457-B100]). Especially in genes such as *TRAIL*, *TRAIL-R*, *XIAP*, *CFLAR*, *CASP8*, *APAF*, *CYTC*, *MAVS*, *TP53* that are some key nodal points in apoptosis, variability in expression could affect the cell viability. Noteworthy, *CFLAR* or *c-FLIP* not only has multiple transcript isoforms but also cleaved protein isoforms, proportions of which determine whether the cells would undergo apoptosis or survive ([@gks1457-B101],[@gks1457-B102]). We find that majority of the isoforms have four Alus in their 3′UTR, two of which are also edited. The larger isoform is pro-apoptotic, but its cleaved smaller product is anti-apoptotic. One of the small isoforms, which is anti-apoptotic does not have any of these Alus. The CFLAR protein is also responsive to dsRNA during viral infections. Alu element could be an important player in this dynamics. Examples like *c-FLIP* can be taken up as case study to understand the mechanism in detail. This will help us to highlight the role of Alu in multiple transcript isoforms of a single gene with respect to functional diversity/specificity in response to stimuli. Figure 10.Presence of a diversity of Alu-mediated events in genes involved in apoptosis. Genes identified for Alu-mediated events have been overlaid on the Apoptosis pathway (KEGG database). The colours represent different status of the genes; pink for presence of all the three events, yellow when Exonization only, green for exonization + antisense and blue for exonization + editing. The differential presence of these phenomena can provide an extra layer of regulation over cellular pathways. Table 6.Pathway analysis of genes with co-occurrence of exonization, antisense and editing at the exon levelEnriched KEGG pathwayGenesLysosome*AP3S2*, *CTSB*, *CTSS*, *DNASE2*, *GGA1*, *GGA2*, *GM2A*, *LAMP3*, *SLC11A2*, *SLC17A5*.Apoptosis*APAF1*, *CASP8*, *CHP*, *CYCS*, *PIK3R2*, *TNFRSF10B*, *TNFSF10*, *TP53*.

Given the recent findings from the ENCODE project with respect to the non-coding regions of the genome ([@gks1457-B103]), we believe that co-occurrence of Alu exonization, editing and antisense in the same transcript could provide additional insights into the novel primate specific regulatory switches. In conclusion, non-coding exonic Alu elements in the transcriptome can affect global responses through a unifying mechanism from specific biological processes. This concept would be important to explore during conditions of stress.
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[^1]: This table categorizes propensity of Alu-exonization events across different regions of the transcripts. Though there are exonization events observed in multiple region of the genes (G), the transcript isoform (T) involved in many cases is not the same. Hence, for cells denoting exonization in only one region, 5′UTR/CDS/3′UTR, number of transcripts are more than corresponding genes, whereas genes are higher in number when multiple regions are involved in exonization.

[^2]: Each cell within the table represents Alu-exonized transcripts (T) and its corresponding genes (G) for incidence of antisense events across 5′UTR, CDS and 3′UTR regions. Even if there are antisense events observed in multiple regions of the genes, the transcript isoform involved is not the same. For example, seven genes have antisense event for both 5′UTR and 3′UTR, but not within the same transcript isoform.

[^3]: The table categorizes exonized transcripts (T) for occurrence of A→I editing events across the 5′UTR, CDS and 3′UTR regions. Here again, though there are events in multiple regions of the gene, the transcript isoforms involved in such cases are not the same.

[^4]: The A-to-I editing density observed for 3\'UTR region introns (highlighted in bold) is much higher than expected from its genomic coverage.
